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PROTECTED AGAINST 
HEAT, COLD, LIGHT AND 
NOISE, PRYING EYES AND 
UNBIDDEN GUESTS. 

I FEEL COMFORTABLE AND SAFE.

Roller shutters

/
HELLA gives the roller shutter a new dimension:

Our roller shutters offer perfect protection 
and allow individual control of light and 
indoor climate. We combine safety and 
well-being. This is unparalleled.
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HELLA innovation

LUZ® FROM HELLA
newly defines an entire product category. It has never been possible to 
combine the safety of a roller shutter with the design options of individual 
daylight dosing. LUZ® can do this. This roller shutter is not simply open 
or closed. It controls the nuances, allows light to enter the room if desired, 
makes the outside world tangible and nevertheless remains closed. 
However, LUZ® is able to do even more. It does not cast striped shade and 
thus ensures a particularly pleasant, natural lighting atmosphere in living and 
working spaces.

LUZ®
NEW

PERSPECTIVES
FOR PEOPLE

WITH VISIONS

INNOVATIVE

This roller shutter can't be copied easily:
W Foamed aluminium profiles ensure the highest stability
W Retractable intermediate profiles made of acrylic glass dose the light
W Pleasantly dosed daylight without disturbing stripes
W Daylight while heat and cold stay outside

LUZ® doses the light according to your wishes.
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HELLA has the perfect roller shutter solution for 
any structural situation and architecture. Five 
possible installation types, different slat profiles, 
perfectly adapted guide rails, special solutions 
and a wide range of colours result in a creative 
and functional system. Roller shutters from 
HELLA become a flexible design element for 
builders and architects through the following 
benefits: energy saving, structurally perfectly 
integrated and optically virtuosic.

A roller shutter is only as good as its integration 
into the facade. HELLA looks at it in its entirety 
offering systems that are perfectly adapted for 
the respective installation situation and the 
HELLA roller shutters to private and commercial 
builders. 

WE DISTINGUISH FIVE INSTALLATION 
VARIANTS:
W Front-mounted roller shutter
W Front-mounted roller shutter 
 with plaster base
W Built-in roller shutter systems
W Top-mounted roller shutter systems
W TRAV®frame

ALWAYS
THE RIGHT
SOLUTION

Diversity of variants

IS OUR MATERIAL
LIGHT

ROLLER SHUTTERS Front-mounted nova Flush-mounted nova Top-mounted Top-mounted Built-in TRAV®frame

TRAV®Nische THERMplus Plastic

NVS, NQS, NWS, NRS NQPS, NVPS TOP PSI TOP MINI TRAV®

TOP SAFE: NVS-TS NQPA, NVPA, NWPA TOP DUO TRAV® plus

NQR, NVR, NWR
Daylight
TR 37 – LUZ® W W W W W

Aluminium

A 32 W W W W

A 37 W W W W W W

A 42 W W W  

AV 42 W W W W

A 52 W W W W W

Plastic

K 37 W W W W W W

K 52 W W W W W

Top Safe

S 37 W W W
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FRONT-MOUNTED 
ROLLER SHUTTERS
           FROM HELLA

NOVA
NRS7

With insulation

NOVA
NVR1 | NWR2 | NQR3

1 Square box 27°, roll formed
2 Slanting box 45°, roll formed
3 Quadratic box, roll formed 

NOVA
NVS4 | NWS5 | NQS6

4 Square box 27°, extruded
5 Slanting box 45°, extruded
6 Quadratic box, extruded

NOVA
NRS7 | NXR8

7 Round box, extruded
8 Quarter round box, roll formed

Round or square, choose a suitable design 
from a total of 5 different box shapes for 
your building. 
Thanks to intelligent technology solution we 
create unrivalled small boxes, which facilitate 
the installation and mostly prevents the roller 
shutter box from being visible from the inside. 
The genius of this principle is that the roller 
shutter can be installed quickly, without prob-
lems and functions as a climate buffer like an 
additional pane.

Additionally, all drive variants and the upgrade 
with the insect screen is available for the front-
mounted roller shutter.

EVERYTHING 
WORKS

EVERYTHING 
LASTS

Front-mounted 
roller shutters

NOVA
NVS4 |  NWS5 |  NQS6

With insulation
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PLASTER BASE
ROLLER SHUTTERS FROM 
HELLA

Plaster base roller shutters

INVISIBLE
ENERGY SAVER

+ 20 mm EPS 30 + 40 mm EPS 30

The plaster base technically equals the front-
mounted roller shutter. However, it is installed in 
the wall and thus no longer visible. The box of 
the roller shutter is enclosed by a "plaster base". 
This has great advantages: After the installation 
the box can be perfectly plastered in the camber 
chase and thus can be invisibly and seamlessly 
integrated into the facade. 
Additionally the plaster base roller shutter 
achieves a thermal separation between roller 
shutter and wall. This avoids thermal bridges 
and energy loss.

NOVA PLASTER BASE ELEMENT -
BOX MADE OF SHEET STEEL
NQPS1 | NVPS2

1 Quadratic box  |  2 Slanting box, 45°

NOVA PLASTER BASE ELEMENT -
BOX MADE OF ALUMINIUM
NQPA4 | NVPA5 | NWPA6

4 Quadratic box  |  5 Slanting box, 45° |  6 Square box, 27°

ADDITIONAL INSULATION 
OPTIONS - BOX

ADDITIONAL INSULATION 
OPTIONS - GUIDE RAIL

BENEFIT

 Your HELLA benefits for this product:
W Additional insulation 
W Thermal separation between roller shutter and wall 
W No thermal bridges occur 
W Available for all models

20 mm insulation 40 mm insulation
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Built-in roller shutters

BUILT-IN
ROLLER SHUTTERS 
FROM HELLA

QUALITY
THAT

PAYS OFF
Built-in roller shutters are profitable in several 
ways for architects and builders: They save time 
and costs during construction, but also with fur-
ther maintenance tasks. As a standard, HELLA 
installs a telescopic shaft that guarantees easiest 
service. 

There are excellent structural benefits for an 
uncompromising integrating of the sun protec-
tion in the wall. There are no weak spots, box 
and guide rails are installed flush, the energy 
efficiency and the versatility of the solutions 
are captivating. Top-mounted or in the window 

lintel, maintainable from the in- and outside, 
with integrated insect screen, toggle catches and 
intelligent controls – built-in roller shutters 
can do it all and are unique as "climate buffers". 

BUILT-IN 
ROLLER SHUTTER
IN THE TRAV®
In the lintel system TRAV® with optional 
insect screen 

BUILT-IN 
ROLLER SHUTTER
TRAV®plus
In the lintel system TRAV®plus with additional 
insulation elements

BUILT-IN 
ROLLER SHUTTER
TRAV®frame
In the soffit system TRAV®frame with 
insect screen

BENEFIT
 Your HELLA benefit for this product:
W Can also be installed in existing recesses or niches. 
W Saves time and costs for construction and maintenance.
W High energy efficiency thanks to perfect integration into the wall.
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FRONT-MOUNTED
ROLLER SHUTTERS 
FROM HELLA

A window with a permanently installed roller 
shutter box? Here it is. When the window is 
delivered, the box has already been installed - 
this saves time and facilitates the installation. 
Moreover, front-mounted roller shutters are 
easy to maintain and made to last.

Top-mounted roller shutters

BENEFIT

 Your HELLA benefits for this product:
W Your window supplier delivers the window 
 with a readily mounted roller shutter box.
W Extremely durable 
W Short installation time, easy installation 
W Very easy maintenance

ROLLER SHUTTER IN THE THERM PLUS TOP-MOUNTED BOX ROLLER SHUTTER IN THE PLASTIC TOP-MOUNTED BOX

In the top-mounted box TOP PSI Basic 
(inspection from the outside) 

In the top-mounted box TOP MINI 
with insect screen

In the top-mounted box TOP PSI 
(inspection from the outside)

In the top-mounted box TOP MINIIn the top-mounted box TOP PSI 
(inspection from the inside) 
with optional insect screen

In the top-mounted box TOP DUO
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ALUMINIUM PROFILES – 
THE CLASSICS
The hollow space of the double-walled, roll formed aluminium roller shutter 
profile with light gaps is foamed with polyurethane. The profiles are coated 
with thick lacquer, the blind is locked over the entire height.

SAFETY PROFILE –
THE LOCKED ONE 
The double-walled, extruded and extremely stable aluminium roller 
shutter profile (37x8.5 mm) with light gaps is foam-free and is char-
acterized by the especially thick profile. The profiles are coated with 
thick lacquer, the blind is locked over the entire height.

LUZ® TR 37 CLEARLUZ® TR 37 DIFFUSE

A 32 A 37 A 42 A 52

K 37 K 52 S 37

Profile types

YOUR PROFILE!

PLASTIC PROFILES – 
THE FUSS-FREE ONES
The double-walled plastic profile – 
the tried and tested and sturdy classic. 

Limit Sizes TR 37 A 32 A 37 A 42 AV 42 A 52 K 37 K 52 S 37

max. width [mm] 2500 2600 3000 3000 3500 3700 1800 2300 2500

max. height [mm] 3000 3000 4000 4000 4000 3000 3000 3000 3000

max. surface [m2] 5 5 7.5 7.5 8 8 3.1 4.5 6.5

Profile thickness [mm] 7.7 7.5 8.2 8.2 9.3 13 8.2 14 8.5

Covering width [mm] 37 32 37 42 42 52 37 52 37

Weight [kg per m2] 3.7 3.4 2.6 2.4 2.85 3.5 3 3.5 7.0

The double-walled, aluminium roller shutter profile (37x7.7 mm) coated with thick lacquer and with grooves is foamed with polyurethane for stabilisation. 
Acrylic glass profiles (17x3.1 mm) in two variants - clear or diffuse - are installed between the aluminium profiles.
The perforated profiles serve for ventilation and are exclusively used in the lowest part of the roller shutter curtain. The clear intermediate profiles enable the 
view to the outside. The diffuse ones protect your privacy through the streak-free incidence of light. 

DAYLIGHT PROFILES

HELLA’s roller shutters have specific character-
istics besides the different installation variants. 
The shape, the construction and the material of 
our slats are the result of intensive research and 

THE RIGHT 
ROLLER SHUTTER 

FOR EVERY 
SITUATION

NEW!

LUZ® PROFILE
TR 37 CLOSED
Light, heat, cold and noise remain outdoors!

LUZ® PROFILE
TR 37 LENGTHENED
Due to the intermediate profiles made of diffused 
plastic, the light spreads evenly through the room. 
The clear intermediate profile achieves a good view 
towards the outside. 

decades of experience. In general all roller shut-
ters offer protection and save energy for heating 
and cooling.

AV 42
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TIGHTNESS AGAINST 
DRIVING RAIN*
WITH GUIDE RAILS

DISTANCE GUIDE RAILS
STANDARD   | WITH ADDITIONAL 
  INSULATION

SAFETY
GUIDE RAIL

INSECT
GUIDE RAIL

Guide rails

40 mm insulation

*Available with built-in and plaster base roller shutter.

Profiles and guide rails form an inseparable unit. 
HELLA guide rails expand the overall system of 
individual roller shutter solutions by another 
important function.

W Energy saving: Guide rails with 
 additional insulation
W Burglary protection: Safety rail 
 „Top Safe“
W Insect screen: Multifunctional rail

The safety roller shutter has a reinforced guide 
rail with a unique screwing technology. To avoid 
thermal bridges and incorporate an additional 
insulation body, the energy saving roller shutter 
has a guide rail with distancing to achieve an air 
cushion between the window pane and the roller 
shutter. The insect screen guide rail has a sec-
ond guide level for the insect screen.

HELLA roller shutter systems are an 
upmarket, durable complete solution - 
adaptable to individual requirements.

Reinforced safety guide rail with additional safety 
device against removal

Handy, nice and sturdy: integrated 
protection against teasers.

ALWAYS IN THE LEAD MAINTENANCE
FRIENDLY END ROD
The roller shutter curtain can be removed by 
the rotating, telescoping stoppers at any time. 
With these systems repair work becomes a 
cinch. Modifications like installing the insect 
roller screen can thus easily be carried out.

20 mm insulationThe distance between 
window and roller shutter 

creates an air cushion 
that functions as a climate 
buffer and noise insulation

An affixed sealing tape forms a seal 
between the guide rail and the 

mounting base. This way, your doors 
and windows are perfectly protected 

against seeping rain water.

NOVA TOGGLE CATCH
FOR FRONT-MOUNTED 
AND BUILT-IN ROLLER 
SHUTTER
The toggle catch provides perfect view and sun 
protection, combined with both controlled entry 
of light and ventilation. The toggle catch can be 
operated from the inside and is equipped with a 
sealed chain drive. It is available either with a 
pneumatic spring mechanism or a slidable lat-
tice grate.

10
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SAVING ENERGY 
/
Roller shutters are perfect "climate buffers".

Don’t throw your money down the drain!
Protect the environment and feel comfortable.

SUSTAINABLE
The principle is not new. Box-type windows of former gener-
ations used air cushions as climate buffers. Modern roller 
shutters perfect this principle. As the "third pane" they create 
a highly effective, air-filled climate zone that shields both heat 
and the cold. Our roller shutters are efficient climate buffers that 
sometimes replace heating and air-conditioning systems 
completely. Due to lower energy demand, this saves money, 
protects the environment and improves the indoor climate. 
For sure a good feeling.



SUMMER
HELLA roller shutters shield up to 85 % of the heat of the sun and often 
replace an air-conditioning system. Modern daylight roller shutters still 
allow comforting light to enter the room.

WINTER
When closed, HELLA roller shutters create an air cushion in front of 
the glass and thus prevent circulation of air. Depending on the product 
and the window system, roller shutters save up to 45% of heating costs.

THE PERFECT 
TEMPERATURE 

FOR YOUR 
WELL-BEING

BENEFIT
 Your HELLA benefits:
W Heat and cold stay outside 
W Less heating in the winter time 
W Less cooling in the summer time 
W Up to 45 % less energy consumption

Indoor climate

With closed sun protection 
an air cushion is created in front of the 
glass, which prevents circulation of air. As 
a result, the warm air stays inside the 
living area and keeps the cold air outside.

With cold temperatures 
windows and glass facades function 
like a thermal bridge: The warm air 
escapes and it becomes unpleasantly 
chilly in the living area.

Heat can enter the living space 
without hindrance. The temperature 
inside the room is unpleasantly high.

Due to the air circulation between the 
sun protection and the window, the heat 
transfer via convection is largely prevented. 

LESS COOLING ENERGY
DURING THE SUMMER

LESS HEATING ENERGY
DURING THE WINTER
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Reinforced end rod with double 
neoprene and steel insert

Security roller shutter profile

Reliable protection against unbidden guests 
TOP SAFE is a roller shutter that offers safety 
at the push of a button. It can be controlled 
via the HELLA building control or radio. It has 
a roller shutter curtain made of extruded alu-
minium and reinforced guide rails with a safety 
device against removal. 

TOP SAFE IS
TOP CONVENIENT

AT HOME

TOP SAFE NVS-TS
Safety roller shutter

SAFETY COMPONENTS

Lift-up protection

Reinforced safety
guide rail with additional 
dismantling safety

Box strengthening bracket against 
removal of the box

BENEFIT
 Your HELLA benefits for this product:
W Patented lift-up protection 
W Double neoprene and steel insert in the end rod 
W Stable guide rails with safety device against removal 
W Roller shutter curtain made of reinforced, extruded aluminium 

Safety roller shutter

With the HELLA 
building control 

you enjoy 
maximum 

user comfort!
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CONTROL
UNCOMPLICATED AND 
USEFUL

COMFORT

Control and operation

 Your HELLA benefits:
W All HELLA innovations are developed and tested in-house 
W Highest functionality, reliability and precision  
W Sun protection and control from a single source

INNOVATIVE

HELLA offers more than sun protection. 
We develop complete solutions from build-in 
systems to combining different profiles and 
guide rails. These solutions can be controlled 
from a single source. At home or via mobile - 
from where ever you are.

Even today, most of the HELLA roller shutters 
are controlled at a push of a button, via radio 
or via smartphone. 
For many years, HELLA has been developing 
hightech control systems for large buildings. 
A separate department at our headquarters 
in Abfaltersbach is working on the automatic 
daylight and climate regulation of the future. 
Also private customers benefit from this – 
already today.

HELLA provides the intelligent light regulation with 
ONYX®. The operation is completely intuitive. Best 
of all, there is no configuration required, everything 
functions literally out of the box.

ONYX®

Lift tape drive Crank handle drive Motor drive

MANUAL CONTROL
Of course, you can also move HELLA roller shutters by 
hand, simply via lift tape or crank handle with overwind 
protection. 

Radio controlled roller shutters open and close at the 
push of a button and, also in the HELLA standard 
design, have an electric motor with a resistance sensor. 
This way nothing gets caught and the motor switches 
off automatically if it is completely opened or closed.

REMOTE CONTROL
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Insect screens

Box sealing brush

INSECT SCREEN
SYSTEMS FROM HELLA

UNDISTURBED

BENEFIT

 Your HELLA benefits for this product:
W Energy saving by integrated solar panel 
W High-quality, corrosion-resistant materials 
W Extremely durable 
W No electrician required by the customer due to low-voltage technologies 
W No external current supply necessary (no mortising work, 
 window undrilled)

1 solar panel  |  2 battery module

Double your savings with this energy saving 
roller shutter! The elegant solar panel generates 
solar power for the operation of the roller shutter 
element via hand-held radio transmitter! 
If used frequently or the geographic position is 
unfavourable, a second panel can be adapted.

DOUBLE THE SAVINGS 
SIMPLE 

RETROFITTING

V11 - V20

2
1

SOLAR
FRONT-MOUNTED 
ROLLER SHUTTERS WITH 
SOLAR SYSTEM

The integrated, elegant solar panel 
generates the entire energy for the 
operation of the roller shutter.

ISTR with magnetic holding railnova moscita integrated in the roller shutter box Roller shutter and ISKTR in the TRAV®

Easy-Click

NOVA MOSCITA
keeps your home free of irritating teasers. The 
moscita roller screen made of weatherproof poly-
ester offers reliable protection against insects. 
The system is provided with Easy-Click and ret-
rofitting is also possible with existing roller shutter 
boxes.

ISTR
is an insect roller screen that is completely 
integrated in the roller shutter box. Brushes in 
the guide rails prevent insects from getting 
behind the grid. 

ISKTR
is an insect roller screen for the installation in 
the lintel system TRAV®. Like the ISTR it is safely 
guided with brush seals in guide rails behind the 
roller shutter.
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RAL 9016 Normal white RAL 9006 White-aluminium RAL 9007 Grey-aluminium RAL 7035 Light grey RAL 1015 Light ivory Colour-No. 6104 Light oak

RAL 7038 Agate grey Colour-No. 0003 Beige Colour-No. 0110 
Dark beige

Colour-No. 0780 Bronze Colour-No. 6105 
Golden oak

Colour-No. 0011 
Mahogany

RAL 8014 Sepia brown Colour-No. 0330 
Purple red

RAL 6005 Moss green RAL 7016 
Anthracite-grey

RAL 8077 Dark brown Colour-No. 0010 Walnut

DB 703 Anthracite 
iron mica

Colour-No. 0044 Bog oak

THE COLOURFUL 
WORLD OF HELLA

A good design combines shape and function, 
of technical perfection and visual aesthetics. 
HELLA roller shutters are available in a wide 
range of colours, colourful as life itself. Colours 
are emotions, they reflect the style of buildings 
and rooms. Whatever a building is to express, 
howsoever the personal taste is developed – we 

have the roller shutter that suits the architecture 
and the attitude to the life of our costumers. The 
HELLA UNILOOK contains all standard colours 
for roller shutters, outdoor blinds and venetian 
blinds. You can match everything perfectly.

Profile colours available as standard colours, depending on the type of profile. 
Differences in colour are possible.

Colours

HELLA UNILOOK MORE COLOURS



DURABILITY WITH
RELIABILITY

As a company that grew up in the mountains, we have always been 
required to be innovative.

Today, HELLA is an internationally significant initiator for the develop-
ment of sustainable systems for sun protection and climate control. 
Whether for a single family home or a large project – we are always close 
to our customers. We offer the entire manufacturing process, the quality 
control and, if desired, even the delivery and installation. Overlooking the 
complete process we can guarantee with reliability: HELLA hält.

YOUR HELLA BENEFITS

W Focus on customer proximity due to many specialist shops and 
 selected retail partners
W Hight-quality expert advice from qualified sales assistants
W Professional and on-time installation 
W Customer oriented service by trained technicians
W Comprehensive guarantees
W Finest product quality due to development and production 
 on our own premises
W Made in Austria, Made in Germany
W Ecologically oriented quality with maximisation of energy savings

/
The long-established company HELLA

From the first venetian blind that was manufactured in East Tyrol in 
1959 to high-tech controls for the intelligent house of the future, we 
are driven by only one desire: To develop something really good. 

/
HELLA is always an original - innovative and made-to-last.

HELLA has created new standards through 
ground-breaking technologies. Our products 
have the quality of the original, they are 
sophisticated and sustainable, and produced 
in modern, environmentally friendly plants. 

34
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